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  Hmm. Looks like the content you’re looking for has skedaddled. Sorry about that. How very odd.

  Feel free to get in touch if you’d like to ask me about it.



        

    


    

      
            
        Music

        Outside of my life as a designer, I also make electronic music as Other Form. My tracks have been played by some of the world’s biggest DJs in some of the world’s biggest clubs, and Charlotte de Witte even opened a set with one of them. You can listen to my music on all the usual streaming services (apart from some vinyl-only EPs) and you can find my most recent releases below:


        

          
            V/A Three

            Unknown Movements

            
              [image: EP cover]
            
            My label’s latest compilation features four tracks, including a much slower (than usual) number from me.

            
              Listen
              Buy
            

          


          
            Neanthe

            trau-ma

            
              [image: EP cover]
            
            Releasing music can sometimes feel like shouting into the ether, so it’s always incredibly rewarding when someone wants to put it out on one of your favourite labels. My latest EP is out now on Robert Hoff’s tra-ma label and the title track was played by Luke Slater during his set at Berghain on New Year’s Eve 2022.

            
              Listen
              Buy
            

          


          
            Oktober: revisit

            Unknown Movements

            
              [image: EP cover]
            
            I revisited my track “Oktober” five years after its original release and invited a bunch of friends along to remix it for a total of 9 new versions.

            
              Listen
              Buy
            

          


          
             

            Follow Other Form

            	
                Bandcamp (label)
              
	
                Instagram
              
	
                SoundCloud
              


          


        


        © 2005 – 2024 Elliot Jay Stocks. All rights reserved. Proudly powered by Kirby & GURU. Want to know more? I’m so glad you asked.


      

      
    

    

    

  